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(57) ABSTRACT 

An entity acquiring a digital product from a provider sup 
plies acquisition-related data such as an entity identi?cation 
as Well as information identifying a provider of the product 
and, if applicable, a price of the product to an anonymity 
service. In turn, the anonymity service splits each of these 
pieces of information into a plurality of secret shares that are 
thereafter provided to corresponding sets of shareholders. 
The anonymity service retains a transaction identi?cation 
and identities of the shareholders, but does not store or 
otherWise retain the secrets, i.e., the acquisition-related data. 
When needed, the anonymity service reconstructs the secrets 
by requesting the secret shares from the shareholders such 
that it can anonymously ful?ll the acquisition of the product. 
If later required, the anonymity service may reconstruct the 
secrets for the purposes of auditing, legal investigations or 
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ANONYMOUS ACQUISITION OF DIGITAL 
PRODUCTS BASED ON SECRET SPLITTING 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates generally to elec 
tronic commerce systems and, in particular, to the anony 
mous acquisition of digital products Within such electronic 
commerce systems. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Electronic commerce is increasingly becoming a 
part of everyday life. In particular, the rapid groWth of the 
Internet and World Wide Web has lead to a corresponding 
increase in the ability to acquire goods and services 
remotely. A generaliZed eXample in accordance With current 
techniques is illustrated in FIG. 1. In particular, an entity 
102, such as an individual or organiZation, may communi 
cate With a provider 104 via a public netWork 103. The entity 
102 transmits a variety of information to the provider 104 in 
order to acquire a product being offered by the provider 104. 
The information sent by the entity 102 typically comprises 
an identi?cation of the entity, an identi?cation of the product 
being acquired and, optionally, information regarding the 
price of the product being acquired. In turn, Where the 
acquisition is a purchase, the provider 104 may supply some 
or all of the information from the entity 102 to a credit 
agency 106. As a result, the provider 104 has speci?c 
knoWledge of the products being purchased by the entity 
102. Likewise, the credit agency 106 has speci?c knoWledge 
that the entity 102 is purchasing products from the provider 
104. While this information may be valuable to the provider, 
an increasing number of consumers object to commercial 
entities and other third parties having speci?c knoWledge of 
their purchasing habits. 

[0003] The desire for privacy has lead to an increase in a 
number of services that maintain in secret the identity of 
users of those services. For eXample, a variety of anonymous 
e-mail services are currently available Whereby recipients of 
an e-mail are not able to associate the sending entity’s 
identi?cation With the e-mail. While such services help 
maintain privacy, they also provide a means by Which 
malicious parties may act more freely. Furthermore, in a 
purchase transaction, such anonymity could be used to 
perpetuate fraud against vendors. Therefore, a need eXists 
for technique that provides enhanced privacy during e-com 
merce transactions, but that also provides a degree of 
accountability such that the opportunity for malicious acts is 
minimiZed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] Anonymous acquisition of a digital product by an 
entity includes the method and apparatus that receives from 
the entity a plurality of acquisition-related variables neces 
sary for the entity to acquire the digital product. At least 
some of the plurality of acquisition-related variables are split 
into a corresponding at least one set of variable secret shares. 
For each of the at least one set of variable secret shares, the 
set of variable secret shares is sent to a set of shareholders 
for long-term storage of the acquisition-related variables. 
Acquisition of the digital product by the entity is ful?lled 
based on the plurality of acquisition-related variables such 
that a provider of the digital product is unable to identify the 
entity. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0005] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a typical 
arrangement used in electronic commerce in accordance 
With prior art techniques. 

[0006] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an arrange 
ment that may be used for electronic commerce in accor 
dance With the present invention. 

[0007] FIG. 3 is a How chart illustrating a technique in 
accordance With the present invention. 

[0008] FIGS. 4-7 illustrate operation of an anonymity 
service in accordance With an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0009] The present invention provides a technique for 
anonymously conducting electronic commerce transactions 
While simultaneously providing a means for auditing or 
memorialiZing such transactions if later required. In the 
conteXt of the present invention, electronic commerce 
encompasses substantially all scenarios in Which an acquirer 
of a digital product desires privacy, such as purchases, free 
doWnloads of softWare, etc. In particular, the present inven 
tion employs secret sharing techniques Whereby information 
provided by an acquiring entity is kept con?dential and yet 
accessible When required to ful?ll the acquisition of a 
product via a public netWork such as the Internet or World 
Wide Web. An entity desiring to acquire a digital product 
from a provider supplies acquisition-related data such as an 
entity identi?cation, information identifying the digital 
product and a provider of the product and, if applicable, a 
price of the product to an anonymity service. In turn, the 
anonymity service splits each of these pieces of information 
into a plurality of secret shares that are thereafter provided 
to corresponding sets of shareholders. The nature of the 
secret splitting process is such that each shareholder is 
unable to reproduce the secret corresponding to the share 
holder’s share Without the other shareholders involved in the 
process. The anonymity service retains a transaction iden 
ti?cation and identities of the shareholders, but does not 
store or otherWise retain the secrets, i.e., the acquisition 
related data. When needed, the anonymity service recon 
structs each piece of information by requesting the secret 
shares from the shareholders such that it can anonymously 
ful?ll the acquisition of the product. In one embodiment of 
the present invention, the anonymity service veri?es an 
acquiring entity’s credit Without identifying the particular 
product being acquired by the entity. Likewise, in another 
embodiment of the present invention, the anonymity service 
ful?lls acquisition of the product from the product provider 
Without identifying the entity acquiring the product. If later 
required, the anonymity service may reconstruct the secrets 
for the purposes of auditing, legal investigations or the like. 
By storing secret shares With a plurality of shareholders, the 
present invention facilitates anonymous transactions via 
public netWorks such as the Internet and World Wide Web 
While still accommodating the need for accountability. 

[0010] The present invention may be more readily 
described With reference to FIGS. 2-7. Referring noW to 
FIG. 2, there is illustrated a block diagram of a system 200 
in accordance With the present invention. In particular, an 
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anonymity service 203 is provided as an intermediary 
between the entity 202 and provider 204. Additionally, the 
anonymity service is in communication With a plurality of 
shareholders 207, a clearing house 205 and a credit agency 
206. Although direct connections are illustrated betWeen the 
anonymity service 203 and the various other elements of the 
system 200, it is understood that these connections may 
comprise paths established through public netWorks such as 
the Internet or World Wide Web, Within private netWorks or 
through a combination of public and private netWorks. 

[0011] In the context of the present invention, each of a 
plurality of entities 202 (one shoWn) may comprise any 
individual or organiZation capable of acquiring a digital 
product from the provider 204. In practice, each entity 202 
communicates With the anonymity service 203 via a com 
puter implementing a netWork communication program, 
such as a broWser or the like. The provider 204, in turn, may 
likeWise comprise any individual or organiZation that pro 
vides digital products via a communication netWork. In the 
conteXt of the present invention, digital products comprise 
anything capable of delivery via a communication netWork. 
For eXample, digital products may include doWnloadable 
softWare or digital data such as teXt, audio, video or images. 
Those having ordinary skill in the art Will recogniZe that 
other types of digital products may be used in conjunction 
With the present invention, and the present invention is not 
limited in this regard. 

[0012] The anonymity service 203 preferably comprises a 
computer-implemented service available via a communica 
tion netWork such as the Internet or World Wide Web. As 
depicted in FIG. 2, the anonymity service 203 preferably 
comprises a processor 210 and memory 212. For eXample, 
the anonymity service may be implemented using one or 
more netWork servers executing stored softWare routines as 
knoWn in the art. A more detailed description of operation of 
the anonymity service 203 is provided beloW With reference 
to FIGS. 3-7. 

[0013] The anonymity service 203 is in communication 
With a plurality of shareholders 207 and a clearing house 
205. As described in greater detailed beloW, each of the 
shareholders 207 is provided With a secret share Which, by 
itself, does not enable an individual shareholder to recon 
struct a secret. Preferably, for each secret involved in a given 
transaction, there eXists a separate set of shareholders used 
to maintain secret shares about that secret. The number of 
shareholders in each set of shareholders can be equal, 
although this is not a requirement. As a matter of design 
choice, each set of shareholders may be completely inde 
pendent from all other sets of shareholders, or they may 
share any number of common members to the point Where 
they are identical. In any event, each shareholder is capable 
of receiving secret shares from the anonymity service 203. 
To this end, each shareholder preferably comprises a com 
puter-implemented device capable of communicating With 
the anonymity service 203. Because secret sharing schemes 
are vulnerable to the eXtent that separate shareholders could 
collaborate to ascertain the secret in their possession, it is 
advantageous to maintain the identity of each shareholder in 
con?dence from the other shareholders. Furthermore, it is 
preferred to select the shareholders such that they have an 
inherent reason not to collaborate With each other. For 
eXample, shareholders in possession of the secret shares 
corresponding to a single secret may comprise competitors 
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in a given industry. Such competitors are inherently unlikely 
or unWilling to share information With each other. Addition 
ally, the shareholders may comprise a privacy organiZation 
that is dedicated to advocating privacy in electronic com 
merce, and therefore unlikely to collaborate With other 
shareholders. Further still, the entity 202 may comprise one 
of the shareholders, or the shareholders 207 may be knoWn 
to the entity 202, such as family members or friends. 

[0014] The clearing house 205 comprises a computer 
implemented service used to credit an account of the pro 
vider 204 in those instances in Which the transaction 
betWeen the entity 202 and the provider 204 is a purchase of 
a digital product. The credit agency 206 comprises a com 
puter-implemented credit veri?cation service used When a 
digital product is being purchased by the entity 202. 
Together, the clearing house 205 and credit agency 206 
alloW the anonymity service 203 to anonymously ful?ll a 
purchase request from the entity 202. This is described in 
greater detail beloW With reference to FIGS. 4-7. 

[0015] Referring noW to FIG. 3, a method in accordance 
With the present invention is illustrated. In particular, the 
method of FIG. 3 is preferably implemented by the ano 
nymity service 203. Thus, at block 302 the anonymity 
service securely receives acquisition-related variables nec 
essary for an entity to acquire a digital product. Security in 
the transmission of the acquisition-related variables may be 
provided using knoWn techniques, such as encryption or a 
trusted path. In the conteXt of the present invention, the 
acquisition-related variables comprise an entity identi?ca 
tion, identi?cations of a provider of a digital product as Well 
as the digital product itself, and in those instances in Which 
the acquisition is a purchase, a purchase price. The entity 
identi?cation may comprise any unique identi?er such as a 
public key, credit card number or the like. LikeWise, the 
identi?cations of the provider and product may comprise 
any identi?ers uniquely associated With the provider and 
product, respectively. Those having ordinary skill in the art 
Will appreciate that a greater or lesser number of acquisition 
related variables may be used as determined by the type of 
acquisition being undertaken. The acquisition-related vari 
ables preferably comprise a component of an acquisition 
request sent by the entity to the anonymity service. The 
acquisition request may comprise a purchase request in 
those instances in Which the digital product is offered for 
sale by the provider. Alternatively, the acquisition request 
may comprise a request for a free digital product such as 
shareWare or a trial softWare package as are knoWn in the art. 
Regardless, at block 302, the anonymity service additionally 
assigns a unique transaction identi?cation to the acquisition 
request and associated acquisition-related variables. The 
anonymity service uses the transaction identi?cation to track 
and ful?ll the acquisition request. 

[0016] At block 304, the anonymity service uses a cryp 
tographic secret splitting technique to split each of the 
secrets, i.e., the acquisition-related variables, into a plurality 
of secret shares. Such secret splitting techniques are Well 
knoWn in the art. In essence, a secret splitting technique 
takes a secret and divides it up into pieces such that each 
piece by itself does not alloW a holder of that piece to 
reconstruct the secret. HoWever, a holder in possession of all 
of the pieces is able to reconstruct the secret. 

[0017] As an eXample of secret sharing, assume that a 
party A Wishes to split a secret S into three shares that Will 
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be subsequently given to parties B, C and D. In accordance 
With a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
further assume that the secret S is represented as a string of 
bits having length M. First, A generates tWo random bit 
strings, X and Y, each of length M. (Techniques for gener 
ating random bit strings are Well knoWn in the art of 
cryptography and are therefore not described in detail 
herein.) The secret S is thereafter eXclusive-OR’d With X 
and Y to provide a neW bit string Z, also of length M: 

[0018] Thereafter, A provides Z, X and Y (the secret 
shares) to, for eXample, B, C and D (the shareholders), 
respectively. Note that none of B, C or D is able to 
reconstruct the secret S based solely on their respective 
share (Z, X or Y). To the contrary, the only Way to recon 
struct the secret is to combine the secret shares once again: 

[0019] While this is a simple eXample, it illustrates the 
basic concept and implementation of secret splitting. For 
eXample, a larger number of shareholders may be employed 
by simply generating additional random bit strings to com 
bine With the secret. One publication teaching a variety of 
cryptographic secret splitting techniques is “Applied Cryp 
tography” by Bruce Schneier (John Marley & Sons, 1996), 
the teachings of Which are incorporated herein by this 
reference. Referring back to FIG. 3, the number of secret 
shares provided at block 304 for each secret is a matter of 
design choice. Furthermore, the number of secret shares for 
one secret does not necessarily have to be equal to the 
number of secret shares for another secret. 

[0020] At block 306, the secret shares created at block 304 
are sent to shareholders for long term storage. While the 
secret shares could be sent to the shareholders in encrypted 
form in order to enhance security, the secret shares are sent 
unencrypted in a presently preferred embodiment. The 
length of time required by each shareholder to store a 
corresponding secret share is a matter of design choice and 
may be dictated, for eXample, by legal requirements setting 
the length of time documentation regarding a transaction is 
to be stored. Once these secrets have been split and sent to 
the respective shareholders, the anonymity service discards 
any copies of the secrets. In essence, the anonymity service 
consumes each secret and distributes the resulting secret 
shares to corresponding shareholders. So that each secret 
share can be later recalled by the anonymity service as 
needed, the anonymity service additionally provides the 
transaction identi?cation assigned at block 302 to each 
respective shareholder. Optionally, the anonymity service 
may provide an identi?cation of the anonymity service itself 
to each shareholder. Substantially simultaneous to the trans 
mission of the secret shares to the shareholders, the ano 
nymity service, at block 308, associatively stores the trans 
action identi?cation and identi?cations of the shareholders 
for each secret. That is, the transaction identi?cation is 
associated With the identi?cations of the shareholders in 
possession of secret shares corresponding to that transaction. 
The transaction identi?cation and shareholder identi?cations 
stored by the anonymity service comprise the only informa 
tion used by the anonymity service to reconstruct secrets 
corresponding to a given transaction. In this manner, the 
chances that an adverse party, such as a hacker, discovering 
an entity’s identi?cation, the identi?cation of any providers 
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With Whom the entity is dealing With or the identi?cation of 
any digital products acquired by that entity are substantially 
minimiZed. 

[0021] At block 310, the anonymity service anonymously 
ful?lls the acquisition of the digital product requested by the 
entity. In this regard, the anonymity service does not disclose 
the identi?cation of the acquiring entity and the digital 
product being acquired to any one party. For eXample, Where 
the entity is acquiring a free softWare doWnload the ano 
nymity service ?rst reconstructs the identi?cations of the 
digital product and a provider of that product by recalling the 
corresponding secret shares from the appropriate sets of 
shareholders based on the corresponding transaction identi 
?cation. The anonymity service thereafter requests the prod 
uct from the provider Without providing the identi?cation of 
the requesting entity. Upon delivery of the digital product to 
the anonymity service, the anonymity service thereafter 
reconstructs the identi?cation of the entity corresponding to 
that transaction number and provides the digital product to 
that entity. Where the acquisition by the entity is a purchase 
of a digital product, the anonymity service again restricts 
any third party from learning the identi?cation of the entity 
and the digital product being acquired. This is more fully 
described With reference to FIGS. 4-7 beloW. 

[0022] Once the acquisition of the digital product has been 
?lled by the anonymity service, the only records retained by 
the anonymity service comprise the transaction identi?ca 
tion and the shareholder identi?cations associated With that 
transaction identi?cation. If, in the future, a record memo 
rialiZing the transaction is required (for eXample, for audit 
ing or legal purposes), an appropriate record can be recon 
structed at block 312. To this end, the anonymity service can 
reconstruct each secret by requesting the secret shares from 
the corresponding shareholders. In this manner, the present 
invention provides accountability to prevent fraud and the 
like While still providing a greater degree of privacy than 
previously available. 

[0023] Referring noW to FIGS. 4-7, a technique for pur 
chasing a digital product in accordance With the present 
invention is illustrated. In particular, an entity Wishing to 
purchase a digital product provides at least three pieces of 
information to the anonymity service: a provider/product 
identi?cation, an entity identi?cation, and a price as shoWn 
in FIG. 4. Note that, for the sake of simplicity, the provider 
and product identi?cations are referred to as single piece of 
information. Where the instant speci?cation refers to one of 
either the product or provider identi?cation, the other iden 
ti?cation is understood to be available or incorporated. In 
practice, hoWever, these identi?cations may be treated sepa 
rately or in a uni?ed fashion. Regardless, using the secret 
splitting techniques described above, each of these secrets is 
split into a corresponding plurality of secret shares as shoWn 
in FIG. 4. In particular, the provider/product identi?cation is 
split into a plurality of secret shares labeled PPl-PPX, the 
entity identi?cation is split into a plurality of secret shares 
labeled EI1-Ely, and the price is split into a plurality of 
secret shares labeled P1-PZ. Note that the values of X, y, and 
Z do not have to be equal to each other and may take on any 
values as a matter of design choice. Note also that, although 
not shoWn in FIG. 4, each secret share illustrated also 
includes the transaction identi?cation and, optionally, the 
identi?cation of the anonymity service provider as previ 
ously described, either or both of Which may be sent in 
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encrypted form. The identi?cation of the anonymity service 
allows for the use of multiple anonymity services. Each set 
of secret shares are sent to a corresponding set of share 
holders as shoWn in FIG. 4. In the example shoWn, the secret 
shares corresponding to the provider/product identi?cation 
are sent to a ?rst set of shareholders, the plurality of secret 
shares corresponding to the entity identi?cation are sent to 
a second set of shareholders, and the plurality of secret 
shares corresponding to the price are sent to a third set of 
shareholders. Once again, note that the anonymity service 
does not retain copies of any of the secrets but instead retains 
the transaction identi?cation and the identi?cations of the 
shareholders in each set of shareholders corresponding to 
that transaction identi?cation. 

[0024] In order to ful?ll the purchase of the digital prod 
uct, the anonymity service must ?rst verify the available 
credit of the requesting entity. This is further illustrated in 
FIG. 5. The anonymity service receives credit information 
from the entity attempting to purchase the digital product. 
The credit information preferably comprises a credit card 
number, bank account number or any other type of infor 
mation used to verify credit, as Well as an identi?cation of 
the ?nancial institution against Which the credit may be 
checked. The credit information may be transmitted to the 
anonymity service using knoWn encryption techniques. 
Additionally, based on the transaction identi?cation, the 
anonymity service requests the plurality of secret shares 
corresponding to the entity identi?cation from the second set 
of shareholders. Likewise, the anonymity service requests 
the plurality of secret shares corresponding to the purchase 
price from the third set of shareholders. Based on these 
secret shares, the anonymity service reconstructs the entity 
identi?cation and the price, Which are thereafter transmitted 
to the credit agency along With the credit information. Based 
on this information, using knoWn techniques, the credit 
agency can verify Whether an amount of credit equal to the 
price is available to the entity identi?ed by the entity 
identi?cation. Note that the credit agency does not receive 
an identi?cation of the digital product being purchased by 
the entity. In this manner, the entity is provided With greater 
privacy With respect to its purchase decisions. 

[0025] Assuming that a suf?cient amount of credit is 
available to the purchasing entity, the credit agency responds 
With a credit approval transaction identi?cation Which the 
anonymity service thereafter associates With the transaction 
identi?cation. Note that the transaction identi?cation can be 
sent by the anonymity service to the credit agency such that 
the credit agency, When responding With the credit approval 
transaction identi?cation, may also inform the anonymity 
service Which transaction the credit approval refers to. Those 
having ordinary skill in the art Will recogniZe that other 
techniques for associating the transaction identi?cation With 
the credit approval transaction identi?cation may be equally 
employed. 

[0026] Regardless, once credit approval has been ascer 
tained by the anonymity service, a corresponding amount 
must be credited to an account of the provider for the 
purchase of the speci?c digital product. To this end, the 
anonymity service and credit agency transmit information to 
the clearing house as illustrated in FIG. 6. In particular, the 
anonymity service reconstructs the seller/product identi?ca 
tion by recalling the plurality of secret shares from the ?rst 
set of shareholders. The seller/product identi?cation is there 
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after provided to the clearing house along With the credit 
approval transaction identi?cation. Substantially simulta 
neously, the credit agency provides the approved amount 
(the price) and the credit approval transaction identi?cation 
to the clearing house as Well. Alternatively, the clearing 
house could request the approved amount from the credit 
agency based on the credit approval transaction identi?ca 
tion received from the anonymity service. Seeing the credit 
approval transaction identi?cation from both the anonymity 
service and the credit agency, the clearing house thereafter 
credits an amount equal to the price to an account of the 
provider for the sale of the product identi?ed in the provider/ 
product identi?cation. In response, the clearing house asso 
ciates a clearing house transaction identi?cation With this 
transaction and sends the clearing house transaction identi 
?cation back to the anonymity service. In this manner, the 
provider is subsequently able to ascertain the amount of 
revenue that it has generated based on the sale of its products 
Without necessarily knoWing the identi?cation of the entities 
that are purchasing these products. 

[0027] Once the account of the provider has been credited 
With the proper amount, the anonymity service can complete 
ful?llment of the purchase by requesting the digital product 
from the provider. This is further illustrated in FIG. 7. In 
particular, the anonymity service requests the plurality of 
secret shares from the ?rst set of shareholders to reconstruct 
the provider/product identi?cation. Based on the provider/ 
product identi?cation, the anonymity service can send a 
digital product request to the provider identifying the par 
ticular product being requested. In response, the provider 
sends the requested digital product back to the anonymity 
service. Additionally, the anonymity service sends the clear 
ing house transaction identi?cation to the provider such that 
the provider, prior to providing the product to the anonymity 
service, can verify payment With the clearing house. Once 
the digital product has been delivered to the anonymity 
service, the anonymity service thereafter requests the plu 
rality of secret shares from the second set of shareholders in 
order to reconstruct the entity identi?cation. Based on the 
entity identi?cation the anonymity service is thereafter able 
to provide the digital product to the entity. In this manner, 
the anonymity service is able to provide the digital product 
to the entity Without providing the identi?cation of the entity 
to the provider. 

[0028] In the foregoing speci?cation, the invention has 
been described With reference to speci?c embodiments. 
HoWever, one of ordinary skill in the art appreciates that 
various modi?cations and changes can be made Without 
departing from the scope of the present invention as set forth 
in the claims beloW. Accordingly, the speci?cation and 
?gures are to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense, and all such modi?cations are intended to 
be included Within the scope of present invention. For 
eXample, secure multi-party computing could be used in 
place of the anonymity service. That is, rather than a single 
third party managing anonymous transactions, a distributed 
model may be employed. As knoWn in the art, secure 
multi-party computation involves passing a digital object 
(e.g., a piece of data) from one shareholder to the neXt. 
Throughout this chain, each shareholder performs an opera 
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tion such that, by the time the last shareholder has completed 
its operation, a desired function has been achieved as a 
cumulative effect of the processing performed by each of the 
shareholders. For example, secret shares of public keys may 
be used in this manner to encrypt and decrypt data. As a 
result, the provider could send the product to the acquiring 
entity in an encrypted form by letting the shareholders 
encrypt the product using secure multi-party computation. 
Thus, in the context of the present invention, the sharehold 
ers themselves may implement the product delivery or other 
functions of the secret shares (if the shareholders are knoWn 
to each other) using knoWn techniques. 

[0029] Furthermore, the present invention has been 
described in terms of single transactions. HoWever, it need 
not be so limited and could be expanded to handle multiple 
transactions. For example, Where an entity seeks to purchase 
multiple electronic books from an on-line provider in a 
single transaction, the anonymity service could split the 
multiple products (the electronic books) into separate trans 
actions as described above. The splitting of a single trans 
action comprising multiple items into multiple transactions 
each comprising a single item also offers a solution to those 
instances in Which one of the items is not available. Without 
splitting such a single transaction/multiple item request into 
separate transactions, the unavailability of one of the items 
Would result in the acquiring entity having been approved 
for more than necessary. In this case, an amount less than or 
equal to that Which Was approved may be paid to the product 
provider, With any overage credited back by the provider to 
the transaction identi?cation and, in turn, to an account of 
the acquiring entity. Alternatively, Where such a single 
transaction/multiple item request is split into separate trans 
actions, this process can be performed on each item sepa 
rately. 

[0030] In yet another embodiment, the anonymity service, 
rather than immediately splitting the secrets up, sending 
them to the shareholders and then recalling them thereafter 
for reconstruction, could immediately use the ?rst required 
secret prior to splitting. For example, When an entity makes 
a purchase, rather than ?rst splitting the entity’s identity and 
subsequently reconstructing it When needed, the anonymity 
service could immediately send the entity’s identity to the 
credit agency and thereafter split the entity’s identity as 
needed. Similarly, Where a non-purchase transaction occurs, 
the anonymity service could immediately provide the prod 
uct identi?cation to the provider and thereafter split the 
product identi?cation. In either case, the anonymity service 
again does not retain the secrets after they have been split. 
In this manner, a degree of added ef?ciency is provided 
Without a signi?cant sacri?ce in security. 

[0031] Bene?ts, other advantages, and solutions to prob 
lems have been described above With regard to speci?c 
embodiments. HoWever, the bene?ts, advantages, solutions 
to problems, and any element(s) that may cause any bene?t, 
advantage, or solution to occur or become more pronounced 
are not to be construed as a critical, required, or essential 
features or elements of any or all the claims. As used herein, 
the terms “comprises,”“comprising,” or any other variation 
thereof, are intended to cover a non-exclusive inclusion, 
such that a process, method, article, or apparatus that com 
prises a list of elements does not include only those elements 
but may include other elements not expressly listed or 
inherent to such process, method, article, or apparatus. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. Amethod by an anonymity service provider for anony 

mous acquisition of a digital product by an entity, the 
method comprising: 

receiving, from the entity, a plurality of acquisition 
related variables necessary for the entity to acquire the 
digital product; 

splitting at least some of the plurality of acquisition 
related variables into a corresponding at least one set of 
variable secret shares; 

for each of the at least one set of variable secret shares, 
sending the set of variable secret shares to a set of 
shareholders for long-term storage of the acquisition 
related variables; and 

ful?lling acquisition of the digital product by the entity 
based on the plurality of acquisition-related variables 
such that a provider of the digital product is unable to 
identify the entity. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

assigning a transaction identi?cation to the plurality of 
acquisition-related variables; and 

associatively storing the transaction identi?cation With 
identi?cations of shareholders of each set of sharehold 
ers. 

3. The method of claim 1, Wherein a ?rst set of share 
holders receive a ?rst set of variable secret shares and at 
least a second set of shareholders receive at least a second 
set of variable secret shares. 

4. The method of claim 3, Wherein the ?rst set of 
shareholders is not identical to the at least second set of 
shareholders. 

5. The method of claim 4, Wherein the ?rst set of 
shareholders and each of the at least second set of share 
holders do not share any common members. 

6. The method of claim 3, Wherein the ?rst set of 
shareholders is identical to each of the at least second set of 
shareholders. 

7. The method of claim 1, Wherein the plurality of 
acquisition-related variables comprises an entity identi?ca 
tion corresponding to the entity and a digital product iden 
ti?cation corresponding to the digital product. 

8. The method of claim 7, Wherein the plurality of 
acquisition-related variables further comprises a purchase 
price corresponding to the digital product. 

9. The method of claim 8, Wherein the plurality of 
acquisition-related variables comprise credit information, 
and Wherein ful?lling acquisition of the digital product 
further comprises: 

verifying credit of the entity With a credit agency based on 
the entity identi?cation, purchase price and credit infor 
mation such that the credit agency is unable to identify 
the digital product or the provider of the digital product. 

10. A method for an anonymity service provider to 
support anonymous acquisition, by an entity, of a digital 
product, the method comprising: 

receiving, from the entity, an acquisition request compris 
ing a digital product identi?cation corresponding to the 
digital product and an entity identi?cation correspond 
ing to the entity; 

assigning a transaction identi?cation that uniquely iden 
ti?es the acquisition request; 
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upon receipt of the digital product identi?cation, splitting, 
Without retaining, the digital product identi?cation into 
a plurality of digital product identi?cation secret 
shares; 

upon receipt of the entity identi?cation, splitting, Without 
retaining, the entity identi?cation into a plurality of 
entity identi?cation secret shares; and 

sending the transaction identi?cation, the plurality of 
digital product identi?cation secret shares and the plu 
rality of entity identi?cation secret shares to at least one 
set of shareholders, 

Wherein the anonymity service provider associatively 
stores the transaction identi?cation With identi?cations 
of shareholders of the at least one set of shareholders. 

11. The method of claim 10, Wherein the anonymity 
service provider communicates With the entity via a public 
communication netWork. 

12. The method of claim 10, Wherein a ?rst set of 
shareholders of the at least one set of shareholders receive 
the plurality of digital product identi?cation secret shares 
and a second set of shareholders of the at least one set of 
shareholders receive the plurality of entity identi?cation 
secret shares. 

13. The method of claim 12, Wherein the ?rst set of 
shareholders is not identical to the second set of sharehold 
ers. 

14. The method of claim 13, Wherein the ?rst set of 
shareholders and the second set of shareholders do not share 
any common members. 

15. The method of claim 12, Wherein the ?rst set of 
shareholders is identical to the second set of shareholders. 

16. The method of claim 10, further comprising: 

requesting, based on the stored transaction identi?cation 
and identi?cations of shareholders, the plurality of 
digital product identi?cation secret shares from the at 
least one set of shareholders; 

reconstructing the digital product identi?cation based on 
the plurality of digital product identi?cation secret 
shares; 

sending a digital product request comprising the digital 
product identi?cation to a provider of the digital prod 
uct, Where in the anonymity service provider does not 
subsequently retain the digital product identi?cation: 

receiving, in response to the digital product request, the 
digital product from the provider; 

requesting, based on the stored transaction identi?cation 
and identi?cations of shareholders, the plurality of 
entity identi?cation secret shares from the at least one 

set of shareholders; 

reconstructing the entity identi?cation based on the plu 
rality of entity identi?cation secret shares; and 

sending the digital product to the entity based on the entity 
identi?cation, Wherein the anonymity service provider 
does not subsequently retain the entity identi?cation. 
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17. The method of claim 16, Wherein the acquisition 
request further comprises a purchase price corresponding to 
the digital product, the method further comprising: 

upon receipt of the purchase price, splitting, Without 
retaining, the purchase price into a plurality of purchase 
price secret shares; and 

sending the plurality of purchase price secret shares to an 
additional set of shareholders, 

Wherein the anonymity service provider associatively 
stores the transaction identi?cation With identi?cations 
of shareholders of the additional set of shareholders. 

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 

receiving, from the entity, credit information; 

requesting, based on the stored transaction identi?cation 
and identi?cations of shareholders, the plurality of 
purchase price secret shares from the additional set of 
shareholders; 

reconstructing the purchase price based on the plurality of 
purchase price secret shares; 

requesting, based on the stored transaction identi?cation 
and identi?cations of shareholders, the plurality of 
entity identi?cation secret shares from the at least one 
set of shareholders; 

reconstructing the entity identi?cation based on the plu 
rality of entity identi?cation secret shares; 

sending, based on the credit information, a credit veri? 
cation request comprising the transaction identi?cation, 
the entity identi?cation, the purchase price and the 
credit information to a credit agency, Wherein the 
anonymity service provider does not subsequently 
retain the entity identi?cation, the purchase price and 
the credit information; 

receiving, from the credit agency, a credit approval iden 
ti?cation and the transaction identi?cation; 

requesting, based on the stored transaction identi?cation 
and identi?cations of shareholders, the plurality of 
digital product identi?cation secret shares from the at 
least one set of shareholders; 

reconstructing the digital product identi?cation based on 
the plurality of digital product identi?cation secret 
shares; 

sending the digital product identi?cation and the credit 
approval identi?cation to a clearing house in order to 
credit an amount equal to the purchase price to an 
account of the provider, Wherein the anonymity service 
provider does not subsequently retain the digital prod 
uct identi?cation, the purchase price and the credit 
information. 

19. An apparatus for providing anonymous acquisition of 
a digital product by an entity, comprising: 

means for receiving, from the entity, a plurality of acqui 
sition-related variables necessary for the entity to 
acquire the digital product; 

means for splitting at least some of the plurality of 
acquisition-related variables into a corresponding at 
least one set of variable secret shares; 
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means for sending, for each of the at least one set of 
variable secret shares, the set of variable secret shares 
to a set of shareholders for long-term storage of the 
acquisition-related variables; and 

means for ful?lling acquisition of the digital product by 
the entity based on the plurality of acquisition-related 
variables such that a provider of the digital product is 
unable to identify the entity. 

20. The apparatus of claim 19, further comprising: 

means for assigning a transaction identi?cation to the 
plurality of acquisition-related variables; and 

means for associatively storing the transaction identi?ca 
tion With identi?cations of shareholders of each set of 
shareholders. 

21. An apparatus for providing anonyrnous acquisition of 
a digital product by an entity, comprising: 

means for receiving, from the entity, an acquisition 
request comprising a digital product identi?cation cor 
responding to the digital product and an entity identi 
?cation corresponding to the entity; 

means for assigning a transaction identi?cation that 
uniquely identi?es the acquisition request; 

means for splitting, Without retaining, the digital product 
identi?cation into a plurality of digital product identi 
?cation secret shares upon receipt of the digital product 
identi?cation, and for splitting, Without retaining, the 
entity identi?cation into a plurality of entity identi? 
cation secret shares; and 

means for sending the transaction identi?cation, the plu 
rality of digital product identi?cation secret shares and 
the plurality of entity identi?cation secret shares to at 
least one set of shareholders, 

Wherein the apparatus associatively stores the transaction 
identi?cation With identi?cations of shareholders of the 
at least one set of shareholders. 

22. The apparatus of claim 21, further comprising a 
netWork connection, coupled to the means for receiving and 
the means for sending, Whereby the apparatus communicates 
with the entity via a public communication network. 

23. The apparatus of claim 21, further comprising: 

means for requesting, based on the stored transaction 
identi?cation and identi?cations of shareholders, the 
plurality of digital product identi?cation secret shares 
from the at least one set of shareholders; 

means for reconstructing the digital product identi?cation 
based on the plurality of digital product identi?cation 
secret shares; 

means for sending a digital product request comprising 
the digital product identi?cation to a provider of the 
digital product, Wherein the apparatus does not subse 
quently retain the digital product identi?cation; 

means for receiving, in response to the digital product 
request, the digital product from the provider; 

means for requesting, based on the stored transaction 
identi?cation and identi?cations of shareholders, the 
plurality of entity identi?cation secret shares from the 
at least one set of shareholders; 
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means for reconstructing the entity identi?cation based on 
the plurality of entity identi?cation secret shares; and 

means for sending the digital product to the entity based 
on the entity identi?cation, Wherein the anonymity 
service provider does not subsequently retain the entity 
identi?cation. 

24. The apparatus of claim 23, Wherein the acquisition 
request further comprises a purchase price corresponding to 
the digital product, the apparatus further comprising: 

means for splitting, Without retaining, the purchase price 
into a plurality of purchase price secret shares upon 
receipt of the purchase price; and 

means for sending the plurality of purchase price secret 
shares to an additional set of shareholders, 

Wherein the apparatus associatively stores the transaction 
identi?cation With identi?cations of shareholders of the 
additional set of shareholders. 

25. The apparatus of claim 24, further comprising: 

means for receiving, from the entity, credit information; 

means for requesting, based on the stored transaction 
identi?cation and identi?cations of shareholders, the 
plurality of purchase price secret shares from the addi 
tional set of shareholders; 

means for reconstructing the purchase price based on the 
plurality of purchase price secret shares; 

means for requesting, based on the stored transaction 
identi?cation and identi?cations of shareholders, the 
plurality of entity identi?cation secret shares from the 
at least one set of shareholders; 

means for reconstructing the entity identi?cation based on 
the plurality of entity identi?cation secret shares; 

means for sending, based on the credit information, a 
credit veri?cation request comprising the transaction 
identi?cation, the entity identi?cation, the purchase 
price and the credit information to a credit agency, 
Wherein the apparatus does not subsequently retain the 
entity identi?cation, the purchase price and the credit 
information; 

means for receiving, from the credit agency, a credit 
approval identi?cation and the transaction identi?ca 
tion; 

means for requesting, based on the stored transaction 
identi?cation and identi?cations of shareholders, the 
plurality of digital product identi?cation secret shares 
from the at least one set of shareholders; 

means for reconstructing the digital product identi?cation 
based on the plurality of digital product identi?cation 
secret shares; and 

means for sending the digital product identi?cation and 
the credit approval identi?cation to a clearing house in 
order to credit an amount equal to the purchase price to 
an account of the provider, Wherein the apparatus does 
not subsequently retain the digital product identi?ca 
tion, the purchase price and the credit information. 


